
“LaCrossing Out Cancer”  

  

For the third straight year, New Hampshire Youth Lacrosse Association (NHYLA) 

is proud to support cancer research while we play the sport we love. We've 

learned that we can have a real impact by sending donations directly into research 

labs where scientific breakthroughs take place. By eliminating the middle process 

layer associated with most grants, we help put money into action immediately 

rather than years later. 

  

For our 2017 season, we have chosen to direct our support to the Whetstine 

Laboratory situated in Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center 

located in the Charlestown Medical Research Complex. Dr. Whetstine loves 

teaching science to young people. He is a passionate champion of encouraging 

our youth to explore careers in science and has offered us the opportunity to give away a couple of lab tours. 

NHYLA IS ALL about teamwork and teaching important skills for personal growth. We are excited to put the 

two together and have created some fun rewards as our organization raises funds to support local research. 

Make sure and post throughout social media with the #LaCrossingOutCancer 

   

TOP PROGRAM AWARD:  A group Whetstine lab tour for those in the program that raised funds. Add your 

program name to the comments section.  A tour includes seeing state-of-the-art technology, microscopes, 

human cells and talking with John and members of his team.   

  

TOP DONOR: In addition to the top program, we will award a Whetstine Lab tour for the individual\group who 

raises the most money for the lab. A tour includes seeing state-of-the-art technology, microscopes, human 

cells and talking with John and members of his team. 

  

LAB SUPPORTER RAFFLE: If one donates at least $100, you will be entered into a drawing for a Whetstine 

lab tour. A tour includes seeing state-of-the-art technology, microscopes, human cells and talking with John 

and members of his team. 

 

 

Who Is Johnathan Whetstine? 

 

Dr. Johnathan Whetstine is an Associate Professor 

of Medicine at Massachusetts General Hospital 

and Harvard Medical School.  John became 

inspired to pursue a career in cancer research by 

his high school genetics teacher, Doyle Stewart, 

and he has never forgotten the impact it had on his 

life. John teaches an annual course at a local high 

school, and has given students the opportunity to 

work in a laboratory during the summer months. 

Many of these students have gone on to pursue 



degrees in biology.  Along these same lines, Johnathan spends time educating the community about the 

importance of cancer research and how we are all part of the team Tackling Cancer on a daily basis.  For 

example, he and his team have hosted and participated in numerous events for major cancer foundations and 

organizations.  He also commits energy to informing the community through social media and other speaking 

events for cancer foundations and organizations.  His heart is set on Tackling Cancer through research and 

awareness. 

 

John and his team at the Massachusetts General Center for Cancer 

Research have discovered a way for dividing cells to use specially 

coded DNA to protect themselves from attack.  This naturally occurring 

process allows dividing cancer cells to defend themselves against 

previously effective chemotherapy and become resistant to it. The 

Whetstine lab discovery has shown that the process does not have to 

occur randomly, but can be directed by enzymes within the cell and is 

therefore subject to intervention. His pioneering work holds promise for 

the development of new strategies to block this resistance to 

chemotherapies and targeted therapies with broad and profound 

implications for many childhood and adult cancers, ranging from blood-

related cancers to solid cancers.  These studies have been funded by the NIH, American Cancer Society, 

American Lung Association, Alex Lemonade Stand Foundation as well as other foundations and personal 

donations.  Johnathan welcomes you to his team and THANKS YOU for your help in “LaCrossing Out Cancer”, 

especially the hard to treat cancers from children to adults.  Learn more about Johnathan at 

www.whetstinelab.com and @WhetstineLab on Twitter.  

 
 


